
Reuse of Bank Titles 
by the same National Bank 

Purpose 

The officers in a number of banks reused exactly the same title twice during the note-issuing era. 

In order to accomplish this feat, they used three or more titles, reverting to the use of one a second time 

after trying one or more intermediates. 

Others bankers adopted virtually identical replicas, save only for a cosmetic dropping of the article 

The, tweaking or dropping the linking preposition of or in, or both. 

The purpose of this article is to list all the banks that reused titles and explain why tweaked titles 

were used for others. Very interesting varieties were forthcoming as a result. We’ll begin with the duplicated 

titles. 

Recycled Bank Titles 

The formal definition of a bank title is the name of the bank and town, but not the state. Banks that 

employed three or more titles on their notes and used one of the titles a second time are listed on Table 1. 

Figure 1. These are the three A-

position $10 proofs lifted from the 

three 10-10-10-10 plates made for 

this Buffalo bank, which used its 

first title a second time. All the 

plate layout conventions 

converged to allow every detail on 

the first and third plates to be 

identical right down to the plate 

letters, Treasury signatures, plate 

dates and security clauses. In this 

case, the plates with the same title 

were used to print blue seal plain 

backs. Owing to the timing of 

their use, the number 1 sheet 

from the first had Treasury sheet 

serial numbers and a regional 

letter whereas the number 1 from 

the third utilized duplicate bank 

serials and no regional letter. 

National Numismatic Collection, 

Smithsonian Institution, photos. 
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Most of these cases involved mergers where an intermediate title was adopted that incorporated 

part of the name from both merging banks. Later, the title was simplified to the original used by the 

surviving bank. In other cases, the bankers got into, and later out of, the trust business so their beginning 

and ending titles were the same. 

The handling of plates for the banks listed on Table 1 was interesting. Once a title was abandoned, 

the plates with the old title were destroyed and new were made. Plate lettering on the plates with the new 

title started over at A for each denomination and bank sheet serial numbering restarted at 1. 

A very interesting question arises. How were plates handled when the same title was reused later 

in the same series? The answer is that new plates had to be made with the recycled title, because the originals 

had been destroyed. 

Title change plates made prior to April 12, 1919 carried the date of the title change and the Treasury 

signatures current on that date. Consequently, if the duplicated title occurred before 1919, the plate date 

would differ and commonly the Treasury signatures would differ as well. 

However, the plate date and Treasury signatures were the same if the recycled title was adopted 

after April 12, 1919 because the convention then in effect was simply to copy the plate date and Treasury 

signatures from the previous plates. The new plates might also, through chance, bear identical securities 

Table 1. Banks for which title changes initiated by the bankers resulted in issuances
of notes with three or more titles where two were identical. 
Date is when the title change was approved by the Comptroller of the Currency.

4250 AL Anniston The Anniston National Bank
The Anniston City National Bank (1/5/1911)
The Anniston National Bank (7/1/1918)

335 CT Bridgeport The First National Bank of
The First‑Bridgeport National Bank (7/21/1909)
The First National Bank of (1/29/1921)
The First National Bank and Trust Company of (11/1/1929)

1069 DC Washington The National Metropolitan Bank of
The National Metropolitan Citizens Bank of (10/18/1904)
The National Metropolitan Bank of (1/10/1906)

3296 IL Peoria The Commercial National Bank of
The Commercial‑German National Bank of (1/2/1904)
The Commercial National Bank of (5/24/18)
Commercial Merchants National Bank and Trust Company of (2/21/1930)

643 MA Boston The Atlantic National Bank of
The Fourth‑Atlantic National Bank of (8/30/1912)
The Commonwealth‑Atlantic National Bank of (6/30/1923)
The Atlantic National Bank of (8/8/1924)

11768 NY Buffalo The Community National Bank of
Community‑South Side National Bank of (3/2/1925)
The Community National Bank of (2/1/1926)

13006 NY Livonia The Stewart National Bank of
The Stewart National Bank and Trust Company of (11/23/1929)
The Stewart National Bank of (7/12/1933)

6429 ND Minot The Second National Bank of
First National Bank in (7/20/1926)
First National Bank & Trust Company in (1/29/1930)
First National Bank in (12/5/1933)

2864 PA Gap The Gap National Bank
The Gap National Bank and Trust Company (3/15/1930)
The Gap National Bank (2/1/1935)

6645 PA Allentown The Merchants National Bank of
The Merchants‑Citizens National Bank and Trust Company of (1/7/1929)
The Merchants National Bank of (1/11/1933)

4248 TX Wichita Falls The City National Bank of
The City National Bank of Commerce of (5/3/1920)
The City National Bank of (1/17/1923)
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clauses. If so, this raised the possibility that if all the stars aligned, the new plate could be identical to the 

earlier! The notes even could have the same backs and seal colors! 

The burning question is: Did all of these factors ever align and, if so, what happened? 

The answer is yes, it happened once. The affected bank was The Community National Bank of 

Buffalo, New York (11768). The first Series of 1902 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 plates for the bank were 

made in 1920 when it was chartered and respectively lettered A-B-C-D and A-B-C-A. The title was changed 

to the Community-South Side National Bank in 1925 and back to The Community National Bank in 1926. 

New plates were made and plate lettering began at A for each denomination with each change. 

As illustrated on Figure 1, the plates bearing the first and third titles were identical in every respect. 

Consequently, it is possible that pairs of $5, $10 and $20 Series of 1902 blue seal plain back notes from 

plate position A from both plates were saved that bore bank sheet number 1! The only differences would 

be that the earlier had Treasury sheet serial numbers and regional letters, whereas the latter didn’t. 

A careful comparison of the Buffalo proofs reveals minute differences in the separations between 

various design elements in the title blocks, and between the title blocks and surrounding generic features. 

The siderographers couldn’t exactly replicate the placement of the elements on the plates even though they 

used the same rolls to lay in the information. 

Almost Identical Titles 

The titles of some banks were deliberately tweaked by bankers simply by dropping the article The, 

changing or dropping the linking preposition of or in, or both. This was accomplished by submitting a title 

change request to Comptroller of the Currency. 

Most of these changes resulted from mergers although some involved the bankers taking on or 

shedding trust powers. Regardless of cause, the bankers desired to retain or reclaim a title but they felt 

obliged to tweak it to make it distinctive. This was not driven by a legal mandate in the National Bank Act, 

but rather was a sporadically applied custom. 

Figure 2. Several of the title changes listed on Table 1 bridge different series such as this Allentown, 

Pennsylvania, trio. Heritage Auction Archives photos. The entries for Washington and Peoria bridge the 1882 

and 1902 series. 
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Table 2. Banks for which title changes initiated by the bankers resulted in issuances
of notes with three or more titles, two of which were identical except for minor
grammatical tweaking.
Date is when the title change was approved by the Comptroller of the Currency.

Dropped "The"
11 IN Fort Wayne The First National Bank of

The First and Hamilton National Bank of (5/10/1917)
First National Bank of (1/19/1922)
First and Tri State National Bank and Trust Company of (12/14/1929)

3069 LA New Orleans The Whitney National Bank of
The Whitney‑Central National Bank of (7/3/1905)
Whitney National Bank of (8/2/1929)

4907 MA Springfield The Springfield National Bank
The Springfield Chapin National Bank and Trust Company (10/11/1929)
Springfield National Bank (7/7/1931)

1683 MN Mankato The First National Bank of
First National Bank & Trust Company of (12/16/1931)
First National Bank of (1/23/1934)

1182 NJ Jersey City The Hudson County National Bank of
Union Trust and Hudson County National Bank (2/21/1923)
Hudson County National Bank (12/31/1927)

1416 NY Mt. Morris The Genesee River National Bank of (mistake)
Mount Morris The Genesee River National Bank of (6/1/1885)
Mount Morris The Genesee River National Bank (1929)(mistake)
Mt. Morris Genesee River National Bank and Trust Company of (11/30/1929)
Mt. Morris Genesee River National Bank of (2/19/1932)

4318 OH Cleveland The Central National Bank of
Central National Bank Savings and Trust Company of (12/31/1920)
Central National Bank of (1/15/1926)
Central United National Bank of (11/16/1929)

5578 PA East Strouds- The Monroe County National Bank of
burg Monroe County National Bank and Trust Company of (2/15/1929)

Monroe County National Bank of (1/14/1933)
2597 UTT Ogden City The First National Bank of Ogden

UT Ogden The First National Bank of (Dec 3, 1901)(mistake)
Ogden City The First National Bank of Ogden (Dec 2, 1921)
Ogden The First & Utah National Bank of (10/2/1922)
Ogden First Utah National Bank of (1/18/1923)
Ogden First National Bank of (1/19/1926)
Ogden First Security Bank of Utah National Association (2/24/1934)

11693 WA Everett The Security National Bank of
Citizens Security National Bank of (4/20/1929)
Security National Bank of (5/27/1932)

Dropped "The" and replaced "of" with "in"
710 MN Minneapolis The First National Bank of

The First and Security National Bank of (5/17/1915)
First National Bank in (2/21/1920)
First National Bank and Trust Company of (1/31/1933)

Dropped "in"
10527 MI Detroit First and Old Detroit National Bank

First National Bank in (1/19/1922)
First Wayne National Bank of (12/31/1931)
First National Bank (10/8/1932)

Added "of"
3312 NY Gloversville The Fulton County National Bank

The Fulton County National Bank of (2/2/1905)
The Fulton County National Bank and Trust Company of (6/20/1930)
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There are two groups of these. Those on Table 2 are from successions of three or more titles wherein 

the similar ones are separated by one or more intermediaries. In the cases, the first plates with the similar 

title had been destroyed so new plates with the new title were made. 

The messiest of the Table 2 entries are those for The Genesee River National Bank of Mount 

Morris, New York (1416). Two clerical mistakes complicated things. The official title on the organization 

report for the bank used the preposition of and Mount Morris was spelled out. However, Mt. Morris 

appeared by mistake on the Original Series and Series of 1875 plates. That was corrected on the Series of 

1882 and 1902 plates. When the first set of Series of 1929 logotypes was ordered, of inadvertently was 

omitted and went unnoticed. When the bankers took on trust powers late in 1929, they submitted a new title 

wherein they abbreviated the town to Mt. Morris. They perpetuated the Mt. Morris spelling when they 

dropped their trust functions in 1932. A major challenge would be to find notes with these five title 

permutations. 

Similarly, part of the complexity associated with the entries for Ogden, Utah (2597), also was 

caused by a clerical error involving the Series of 1882 plates. The postal location on the plates was 

incorrectly shown as Ogden instead of then current Ogden City. 

The group listed on Table 3 involves consecutive titles where the bankers formally dropped the 

article The. The importance of them is that the plates with the first title had not been destroyed when the 

change occurred so some were altered rather than being replaced. Exotic varieties resulted. 

The most interesting are those that resulted from mergers during their Series of 1902 issues. They 

were Burlington, Iowa (351), Hodgenville, Kentucky (6894), Greensboro, North Carolina (10112) and 

Appleton, Wisconsin (1749). The Greensboro and Appleton cases will illustrate the exotic possibilities. 

Figure 3. The was dropped from the title during the merger between this bank and The Greensboro National 

Bank in 1922. The plate was simply altered by removing The. Notice that the obsolete securities clause was 

retained. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution photos. 
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The was dropped from the Goldsboro title in 1922. The 5-5-5-5 plate was in good shape so The was 

simply removed from the four subjects. This obviously qualified as an alteration. The protocol for altered 

plates was to leave everything else as was including the plate date, plate letters and the now obsolete 

securities clause. See Figure 3. 

In contrast, the 10-10-10-20 Goldsboro plate was worn so a new plate was made. Plate lettering 

restarted at A-B-C-A on the new plate, consistent with lettering a new plate following a title change. Also, 

the plate date was copied from the earlier plate in accord with the convention for dates on title change plates 

in effect at that time. Thus, at first glance, the new plate looked identical to the one it replaced, except for 

the omitted The in the titles. 

However, there was a subtle difference. The worn Series of 1902 plate had been made in 1911, so 

Figure 4. The 10-10-10-20 Greensboro plate was worn so rather than alter it to remove The, a new plate was 

made to reflect the change. Notice that the security clause on the second plate was the current version at the 

time. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution photos. 

Table 3. Banks for which title changes initialed by the bankers between two consecutive titles consisted of dropping "The."a

Cases where the omission of "The" resulted from an error are not listed.

Charter State Town Bank Explanation
Large Note Era

351 IA Burlington First National Bank of removed from 1902 notes coincident with consolidation with 751 on Sep 25, 1919
6894 KY Hodgenville Farmers National Bank of removed from 1902 notes coincident with consolidation with 9843 on Nov 1, 1920

733 NY New York National Bank of Commerce in omitted from 1902 notes upon extension Jan 14, 1905
10112 NC Greensboro American Exchange National Bank of removed from 1902 notes coincident with consolidation with 5031 on Feb 21, 1922

4301 OR Corvallis First National Bank of omitted from 1902 notes upon extension Apr 8, 1910
1749 WI Appleton First National Bank of removed from 1902 notes coincident with consolidation with 2065 on Sep 30, 1919

Small Note Era
2570 ND Grand Forks First National Bank of removed from 1929 notes coincident with consolidation with 11142 on Jun 28, 1929

13569 OH Chardon Central National Bank of removed from 1929 notes on Sep 10, 1931
9938 OK Chickasha Oklahoma National Bank of removed from 1929 notes coincident with consolidation with 8203 on Feb 24, 1930

680 PA Lebanon Lebanon National Bank removed from 1929 notes on Feb 16, 1930
1464 PA Wlliamsport Williamsport National Bank removed from 1929 notes on Jan 25, 1930

1936 PA Phoenixville Farmers and Mechanics-National Bank of removed from 1929 notes coincident with consolidation with 674 on Mar 24, 1932
b

a. There are a few cases where a bank had a succession of titles, two of which were identical except for a dropped "The;" however, the two titles were not
consecutive. They appear on Table 2.

b. The first title was "The Farmers and Mechanics National Bank of." The hyphen was added when "The" was dropped.
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it carried an or other securities clause. The new plate, being of 1922 vintage, carried the current deposited 

with the Treasurer clause. See Figure 4. 

A Series of 1902 10-10-10-10 or other securities plate was being used by The First National Bank 

of Appleton, when The was dropped in 1919. That plate lettered A-B-C-D was altered. Eventually it wore 

out and was replaced by E-F-G-H with deposited with the Treasurer. This wasn’t a repeat of either of the 

Greensboro combinations, but it too resulted in notes without The in the titles that could be found with 

either securities clause. 

PERSPECTIVE 

Perhaps the details outlined here seem at best like overwrought minutia or, at worse, trivia. 

However, titles were taken seriously at the Comptroller of the Currency’s office so the staff attempted to 

get them right on the notes. The seriousness with which they treated titles is revealed by the fact that the 

bankers had to file formal title change requests to amend their titles even for such simple acts as dropping 

the article The from a title. 

For the collector, it is very challenging to obtain all the titles from a given bank. The temptation is 

to skip one in cases where the first and third are identical. This is a bad decision. Even though identical, 

they were used years apart and each represents a distinct phase in the life and history of the bank. 

SOURCES OF DATA 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 1875-1929, Certified proofs of national bank note face and back plates: National Numismatic 

Collections, Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. 

Comptroller of the Currency, 1865-1934, Organization certificates for national banks: Record Group 101, U. S. National Archives, 

College Park, MD. 

Figure 5. The was formally dropped from the title of The National Bank of Commerce when the bank was 

extended in 1905. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution photos. 
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This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 

Figure 6. In this interesting case, the bankers simply applied for a title change 

approved September 10, 1931 to have The removed from their title. National 

Currency Foundation census photos. 
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